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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The presentation is formed around three broad themes –Faculty and student beliefs about creativity – beliefs are the things that cause us to get involved, to do things and to do things in a certain way. If we do not believe that creativity is important we will not value it and we are unlikely to spend time and effort into developing practice to support it.2) Conceptual tools – creativity is not an easy concept to grasp  and operationalise from an educational perspective. I will describe some simple aids to help learners and faculty understand creativity.3) I will describe some of the approaches we used at the University of Surrey to create learning environments within which students’ creativity could flourish.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
People working and studying in higher education are confronted every day by essentially the same wicked challenge.For teachers it is associated with a question like ‘ how do we prepare people for an ever more complex world?’… I don’t just mean preparing students for their first job when they leave university I mean how do we prepare them so that they can face and adapt to the many challenges they will encounter over a lifetime of working, learning and living.From the students’ perspective the same challenge is expressed in the question ‘ How do I prepare myself for the rest of my life?’… what sorts of things do I need to learn, what sorts of skills, qualities, dispositions and values do I need to develop, and what sorts of experiences do I need to have.. Personal and professional development needs to be so much more than simply studying and learning an academic curriculum. This picture, which we drew on the wall of our Centre at the University of Surrey, symbolically represents some of the complexity embedded in this wicked problem – which is a problem that is very difficult to define, is nested in other problems and has many perspectives on it, has no right or wrong answers, and no clear resolving actions.



Creativity questionnaire 

what does being  
creative mean to you? 



Important Faculty Beliefs 

 
•being imaginative                                100% 
•having ideas new to me                      100%       
•changing my understanding                100% 
•adapting ideas to a new context            86% 
• being able to put ideas together in      100% 
  different/personally meaningful ways 
•making new things                               100% 
•making new things happen                  100% 
 

% agree/ 
strongly agree What does being creative mean? 

Red= Macao survey 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Studies over the last 10 years have shown that faculty and others involved in educational development share understandings of the meanings of creativity and this is cross cultural. Some of the most common perceptions are shown in the slide.
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The role of the teacher is not to 
define creativity for students and 
assess them against what they 
think it is. Rather, it is to help 
students understand their own 
creativity and help them make 
claims with evidence that they 
believe is appropriate 
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Presentation Notes
To summarise – faculty value their own creativity, they share similar understandings of what it means, they believe it can be developed, its not something that can be separated from context, capability and motivation, their role is not to define it for students but to encourage learners to understand their own creativity and communicate their understandings.



Student views– University of Surrey 



Student Survey  n=309 :  Where do you feel you are at your most creative? 

never 
creative 

always 
creative 

in my room 
dancing 
when Im relaxed 
In the Tourism society 
after studies 
at home 
in my writing, 
a place that there are going to be 
people who will encourage 
an inspiring place (seaside) 
organising an event 
lying in bed trying to get to sleep 
playing sport- 
in the shower or on the toilet 
while travelling 
socializing with friends 
water polo team 
work 
romance 
group meetings, brain storming and 
exchanging ideas with others 
projects and technical things 
in performance 
designing research 
trying to fix/make/improve something 
when I do things I like & enjoy doing 
trying to entertain my 1 year old 
 
 

In my photography 
generating new ideas for Entrep. society 
doing manual work DIY/anything technical 
fashion designing 
writing music 
painting and writing essays 
in my personal life 
when it comes to debate 
when I interact with others 
organising new, exciting events. 
when I am working in teams 
thinking of new business opportunities 
horse riding 
cooking something 
when I teach 
Dj'ing 
when I am given a leadership role 
when I’m in my home country 
teaching a Salsa lesson 
as a musician 
when I am passionate about something 
oral presentations 
living abroad because I have to adapt 
on the tube/train by yourself, 
when I am in a quite place 
through my internship 
when I make or decorate something 

 
   I feel creative all the time 

I  am often creative 

I am sometimes creative 

I am not a creative person 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
To summarise:Faculty believe creativity is important to their professional practice, that it is a quality that most people have and that it can be developed – and their role is to enable learners to discover it for themselves.Students believe its important to who they are, that they are generally positive about its relevance to their lives and that its relevance extends beyond their formal education into their everyday world.



personal creativity is 
'the emergence in action of a novel relational 
product, growing out of the uniqueness of the 
individual on the one hand, and the materials, 
events, people, or circumstances of his life'  
 
Carl Rogers  

Conceptual Tool  1 
'any human act that gives rise to something new is.... a 
creative act regardless of whether what  was created is a 
physical object or some mental or emotional construct that 
lives within the person who created it and is known only to 
him’ Lev Vygotsky  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What learners need is reassurance that they are creative. They need conceptions of creativity that they can readily relate to in their own lives.Vygotsky, one of the great thought leaders in learning and development, 'any human act that gives rise to something new is.... a creative act, regardless of whether what  was created is a physical object or some mental or emotional construct that lives within the person who created it and is known only to him’ Lev Vygotsky  view provides a powerful way of embedding our creativity in our own mental and emotional lives. If we accept his conception then we are all creative and all more or less continuously creating. It is a fundamentally human characteristic.Rogers provides a useful definition of personal creativity that we can all relate to and which can explain our creative acts.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/3/36/Carlrogers.jpg


'the emergence in action of a novel 
relational product, process or 
performance growing out of the 
uniqueness of the individual on the 
one hand, and the materials, 
events, people, or circumstances of 
his life on the other.'  

Conceptual Tool 2 
Three component model of creativity  
Teresa Amabile (1983) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By combining Rogers definition or creativity with Amabile’s model and adding context because creative responses are context dependent – we can create a useful tool to help students understand their creativity. 
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Conceptual Tool 3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creativity has a scale and level dimension. Kaufman and Berghetto (2009) developed a 4C model refering to 'Big-C' creativity that brings about significant change in a domain; 'Pro-c' creativity associated with the creative acts of experts or people who have mastered a field, including but not only people involved in professional activity; 'little-c' creativity - the everyday creative acts of individuals who are not particularly expert in a situation and 'mini-c'  the novel and personally meaningful interpretation of experiences, actions and events made by individuals. Central to the definition of mini-c creativity is the dynamic, interpretative process of constructing personal knowledge and understanding within a particular socio-cultural context. Both mini-c and little-c forms of creativity are relevant to higher education learning and curriculum designs, teaching and learning strategies could usefully encourage and facilitate these. One might speculate that participation in these forms of creativity are pre-requisite for Pro-c and Big-C creativity in later life: if we want creative professionals then we should be encouraging students to be creative. It is however important to note that 'everyday creativity can extend from mini-c to little-c through Pro-c. It is only Big-C that remains eminent creativity (ibid:6) beyond the reach of most of us. From an educational perspective it might be reasoned that by encouraging and empowering students to use, develop and make claims for mini-c and little-c forms of creativity, we are better preparing them not only for using these forms in later life but for engaging in more expert-based forms of creativity that emerges through sustained engagement with a particular domain or field of activity. 



Cultural-social model: Creativity is a 
process that can be observed only at 
the intersection where individuals, 
domains and fields interact.  

                This environment                       
       has two salient           
       aspects: a cultural         
or symbolic aspect called             
the domain, and a social          
aspect called the field. 
Csikszentmihayli (1999) 

Conceptual Tool 4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But creativity has a social as will as an individual dimension. To be creative beyond our self requires us to persuade others.. It is for others to recognise and value our creativity is if it to have impact on an organisation or a field of practice. Csikszentmihayli ‘s work expresses this well.  The value of this tool is that it shows students that their creativity when applied to disciplines will be judged by their peers.



What being creative means in eight disciplines 
Based on surveys within each community                       Macao survey 4/5 

Being imaginative – ability to think generatively & associatively      86% 

Being original / inventive  - new ideas which add value                    57% 
Being able to adapt/improvise (re-creation)                                       71% 
 
Being curious having an enquiring disposition                                  86% 

Being resourceful                                                                               100% 

Being able to think synthetically and relationally -connect               86% 
in novel ways, work with incomplete data, recognise patterns 

Being able to think critically to evaluate ideas                                    71% 

Being able to communicate in ways that help people                          86%  
comprehend and if necessary, see things differently 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where does creativity reside in the discipline? Surveys of academic teachers in different disciplines (Jackson and Shaw 2006) reveal that sites for creative thinking and action appear to be available in most aspects of disciplinary practice. Sites for creativity can be connected through the idea of disciplinary enquiry and problem solving. Being original – is understood as creating something new and useful to the discipline. For most academics this is embodied in the processes and products of research many of whom are active contributors. The idea is also connected to invention and innovation. For example in history this could mean: new approaches to solving historical problems; new techniques to gather and analyse data; new approaches to validate evidence;  new interpretations of evidence; new forms of history and new forms of communicating historical information. Making use of imagination – is focused on the use of mental models in disciplinary thinking. It is a source of inspiration, stimulates curiosity and sustains motivation. It generates ideas for creative solutions and facilitates interpretation in situations which cannot be understood by facts or observations alone. Disciplinary problems and concerns provide an essential context for the use of imagination.  Finding and thinking about complex problems –  the engine of academic creativity is intellectual curiosity – the desire to find out, understand, explain, prove or disprove something. Curiosity leads academics to find questions that are worth answering and problems that are worth solving.  Making sense of complexity, synthesising, connecting and seeing relationships –  Because working with complex problems often involves working with multiple and incomplete data sets, the capacity to synthesise, make connections and see new patterns and relationships is important in sense-making (interpreting and creating new mental models) and working towards better understandings and possible solutions to difficult problems. Communication -  the communication of ideas, knowledge and deeper understandings are important dimensions of creativity in the discipline. The symbolic language and tools and vehicles for communicating are all part of the disciplinary heritage. Story telling is an important dimension of communication. Disciplinary cultures are largely based on writing using the conceptual and symbolic language and images that have been developed to communicate complex information. Story-telling and story-writing are important sites for academics’ creativity. Resourcefulness – in the professional disciplines many roles involve solving difficult problems requiring ingenuity and resourcefulness. For example, a social worker or medic might need all their resourcefulness to access and acquire the resources to solve a client or patient’s problem.



These abilities, qualities and attitudes are important  
to being creative in my disciplinary field 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These educational approaches based mainly on the work I undertook at the University of Surrey are not offered as exemplary practice in promoting students’ creative development. Rather they are offered to show how an underlying philosophy can guide designs which embrace the whole of a learners developmental experiences thus incorporating all the opportunities and affordances they have for being creative and developing understandings of their creativity.



                        Putting Ideas into Practice:  
                    University of Surrey 2006-2011 

 
13,500 students - 9000 ugrad + 4500 pgrad 
Multicultural campus 27% international + cultural diverse UK students 
Research intensive + strong commitment to professional education  
 
Four Faculties: 
Management and Law 
Health and Medical Sciences 
Arts and Human Sciences 
Engineering and Physical Sciences  



A curriculum to encourage creative development 
 
OPPORTUNITY  
•   for independence/autonomy/choice/negotiation 
•   to create own processes or ecologies for learning 
•   to take risks without being penalised for not succeeding 
•   to grow understanding about personal meanings of creativity 
•   to gain recognition for learning and development regardless of context 
 
CONTEXTS 
•  that stimulate intrinsic motivation 
•  provide challenging situations and tasks 
•  experiences that have real world relevance & immersive experiences 
•  encourage inclusion of unfamiliar contexts 
•  encourage enquiry-rich collaborative approaches to problem working 
•  are rich in formative conversation and peer2peer interaction 
•  emphasise creating/co-creating meaning not just mastery of content 
•  involve teacher as participant /co-creator  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on research, during and after the development work at Surrey we might create a set of principles for the design of a curriculum to encourage students’ creative development.
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 Programme 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Professional 
Training 

 work placement     
     related to 

   area of study 
 
 

   
 

Integrated theory 
and practice 

Eg health and 
social care 

programmes 
 
 

A curriculum for academic  
& professional development  

Undergraduate programmes 
3Y academic  (30%) 
3Y integrated theory/ practice (Health Care) (20% 
4Y academic 3Y + 1Y professional training (50%) 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/mzn37/1405071182/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/65675278@N00/244913519/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/visualadventure/187258015/


HONOURS   
 DEGREE 

LIFEWIDE LEARNING AWARD 
commitment to own personal and professional development  

 

Academic 
 Programme 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Professional 
Training 

 work placement     
     related to 

   area of study 
 
 Co-curriculum 

learning spaces 
outside formal    
    curriculum 

   

Volunteering 
&  social 

enterprise 
 Creative enterprise 

eg  putting on 
plays, playing in a 

band, making 
videos for YouTube 

Participation 
in virtual 

worlds like 
second life  

Travel  

Running own      
    business 

Caring for others 

Work that is not directly 
related to study area 

Mentoring    
 

Extra-curriculum 

Integrated theory 
and practice 

Eg health and 
social care 

programmes 
 
 

A lifewide curriculum – academic professional & personal development 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/mzn37/1405071182/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/65675278@N00/244913519/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/dapperscoo/120145735/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/beckercollege/1373177134/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/monkeybarphilly/515011040/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/chrisleigh/2262773403/


ACADEMIC CURRICULUM:  
Teacher designs to aid creative development  

 

DESIGN 

FROM THIS TO  A CREATIVE LEARNING ECOLOGY 
MANUFACTURE 

SELL 

MARKET 

REFLECT ON LEARNING 



CO-CURRICULUM : CoLab student organisation 

Web 2.0/new media 
discovery workshops 

Business networking & 
  Competition broker 

Web 2.0 websites & media 

Learning  
through  

Experience  
Certificate 

Individuals record and 
reflect on experiences 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/antweb/325970027/


CO-CURRICULAR ACADEMY’S   
Example-  Social Enterprise Academy over 10 weeks 

Workshop 1 
Introduce a challenge 
Think about it and plan 

Workshop 2 
Students share what they did and reflect 
individually, in teams and as a group drawing 
out what they learnt. Representatives of 
community organisations involved 

2 ACTIVITY - Working in teams students find out how they can help a 
local charity or community organisation – then do it, recording it on film 
or in photos, and use the experience as a resource for learning about 
being enterprising 

Learning  
through  

Experience  
Certificate 



CO-CURRICULAR DESIGN THINKING WORKSHOPS  



Creativity in extra curricular experiences 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Surrey Lifewide Learning Award – a scheme to encourage, recognise and value lifewide learning and achievementsJackson et al (2011) describe a scheme at the University of Surrey which embraced the ideas and ideals outlined above. The Award Framework comprised an overarching award and a family of certificates underpinned by a lifewide learning capability and values statement which embodied capabilities, dispositions and values that are considered necessary to deal with and create situations in any context. Within them explicit reference is made to  Being creative and enterprising: you need to be creative, enterprising and resourceful to invent new solutions, adapt to changing circumstances in novel ways and create new opportunities for yourself.  The Award did not gain academic credit and it was not attached to any level of the UK HE Qualification Framework. Participation was voluntary and it required a learner to recognise the intrinsic value and benefit of engaging in this type of learning experience. The Award was made to a student who was able to demonstrate learning and personal development through their co-curricular and extra-curricular experiences, in line with the requirements for the award. A minimum involvement of 150 hours of experience-based and reflective learning was required. Students decide what experiences to include in their portfolio but they have to demonstrate new learning and personal development against the award’s capability and values statement (Appendix 1). Guidance is provided through a dedicated website http://www.surreylifewideaward.net/  which also contains examples of students' lifewide learning and development. To demonstrate their personal development students created:a Life Map to show the areas in their life where they were learning/developinga personal development plan to show how they were attempting to develop the core capabilities for the awarda 2000 word reflective account drawing out the ways in which they developed paying attention to the award capability statement (Appendix 1)a portfolio documenting or illustrating the experiences they drew on for their personal development.Judgements as to whether a learner deserved the Award were based on: their commitment to their own personal development through self-directed and unplanned activities over a period of time while they are studying at the University their self-awareness - their ability to recognise that they are learning and developing in different ways through their lifewide experiences.their ability to explain and communicate their self-awareness of learning, personal development using the tools and frameworks provided and their overall perception of how they have  changed as a result of participation and self-evaluation.their honouring of the self-directed learning process and completion of requirements.
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LIFEWIDE LEARNING ECOLOGY OF A FIRST YEAR STUDENT  
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The totality of the higher education experience.



Personal Development Goal -  to develop myself as a  
communicator & gain experience as a journalist/broadcaster 
 
Creating an ecology for personal development  

Lots of digital activity  
on facebook 

Created own website,  
written/audio/video blogs. 
Creative representation  

of own  development 

Reporter for University student  
Newspaper – interviewed  

people and created several  
published articles in new context 

Improvised contributions to  
University radio chat  
shows in new context 

Important role in university production of 
Lysistrata. Creation and performance of a 
character in new context  

Volunteer Local Radio. Daily creation  
of news bulletins and broadcasts – 
In new context 



A NEW LEARNING ECOLOGY 
formal  

education 
work/ paid 
voluntary 

family / 
home 

interests/ 
hobbies o 

t 
h 
e 
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6 DIALOGUE 
         with mentor 
        & community 
 

4 ACTIVITY – personally significant learning projects 

1 AWARENESS 
Lifewide Activity Map 
& codified knowledge  
about lifewide learning 

friends 

         5 NARRATIVES OF EXPERIENCE  
      LEARNING & ACHIEVEMENT 

  Developmental blog & artefacts   
and Synthesis account 

2 PLANNING  
Personal  

Development  
Plan 

3 PERSONAL 
WEBSITE  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process for planning, recording and documenting and synthesising new understandings is summarised in this figure. It is through the process of  doing that creativity emerges it is in the process of reflection and representation that creative thoughts and acts are recognised, understood and communicated. What does lifewide learning mean to this psychology student called Sarah who summarises six years of her life between leaving school and starting a doctoral programme?



Copies of slides & background papers can be downloaded from           
                   http://www.normanjackson.co.uk/macao.html 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WE ARE ALL CREATIVE. The pathway to becoming is a something we create for ourselves through the experiences we choose, the way we engage with those experiences and the development we gain from those experiences.The world needs creative people and if the moral purpose of education is to make a positive difference to students’ future lives then surely helping them use, understand and develop their creativity is an important aspect of student development.Faculty are able to exert a strong influence on learners’ creative development through their curricular designs, their teaching, learning and assessment practices and I have shown you just a few examples – a good starting point for any institution is to survey existing creative practices and share these widely,Faculty & learners need to appreciate what creativity means in their disciplinary contexts but we need to think beyond the disciplines to the trans-disciplinary world of everyday living and learning – we can do much more to enable learners to understand, use and develop their creativity if we adopt a lifewide approach to learning, education and personal development

http://www.normanjackson.co.uk/hrworkshop.html
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